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INTRODUCTION 
Mr. Mike Mcnall of Victoria BC. contracted Ron Walton to conduct ao S.P. survey 

on Mr. Mcnall’s miniq property west of Chemainua , Vancouver Is. , in October / 98 . The 
purpose was to determine where the salphide body crosses the Copper Canyon claim. 

LOCATION, ACCESS, and GRID 
The area ofthe work done is approximately 8 miles west of the island highway and 

adjacent to the Chemainoa river. ‘IXe area is protected by 6 claims held by Mr. Mcnall 
‘Ike work ww done on tenure # 260522 . 

Approximately 600’ north of the 8 mile sign on the copper caayon mainline is a 
bosh road leadii east into the property. A claim post is located near the entrance to the 
road ( iaformation t?om owner ) . ‘Ihe road is overgrown bat passable at this date to a 
point about 900’ in to a clearing. A QPS read& wa8 taken here to co&m location. Aa 
air photo map was also wed to determine the property identi@ing landmr&s . Air photo 
# 30BCC 93026#77. 

‘I%e #l line was cat to determine where the aalphides crossed the claim. Readings 
were taken at picketi set 90’ apart for 810’. When anomalous read&s were found then a 
base line of 180 ’ was cot a&ht aagle to the north south # 1 line . Two parallel lines were 
then cot sooth of the baseline aad pickets placed at 60’ intervals to take four readings per 
line. 

INSTRUMENTATION 
A selfpotentiometer survey was used . It involved the ose of two ceramic , porous 

pot8 with a copper sulphate solution and copper probes Once calibrated the negative pot 
remains at the base scation with one mao reading the meter set at millivolts . ‘l%e lead pot 
or positive is placed well into the ’ B ’ horizon at the station along the line by the second 
man. l’be reading taken is the diEerential between the two. 

Anomaly A aad B are probably related to the same occurence at depth. The small 
creek valley should be investigated as outcrop may be revealed aad sampled. 

Anomaly C will be di&ult to determine as this area is covered in glacial terrain. 
The remd$ will probably co-inside with the extension of the orebody from the ” Victoria ’ 
claim to the east. 

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMhENDATIONS 

The small creek that flows along the south boundary of the ’ Copper Canyon ” 
should be prospected. Basic work such as panning and sampliog outcrop can be 
productive. This is the area of interest. 

Another method to determine the potential of the creek area would be to bag a few 
samples of sediment for assay. 

Since the economic intereet on the property is the copper - gold mineralization and 
the ore body did bavel over several claims then the possibility of strike continuation is 
good. 

l%e owner does have the adjacent ” Copper mint ” claims which should be tested 
with a stmttar method to attempt to fbllow the sulphide body. Geologtcal mapptng and 



proepecting should be carried out. Any solphi& rich rock Or qua& vein located should be 
sampled and assayed. 

Submitted by Ron Walton 
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THE SELF POTENTIAL METHOD 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Like the magnetic method, the self-potential method is also a simple, easy and cheap 
geophysical tool to use in prospecting. If two metal stakes are driven into the 
ground about 200 feet apart and connected to the terminals of a sensitive voltmeter, 
an electric voltage will be found to exist between them. Such ground voltages normally 
range from a few millivolts to a few tens of millivolts. For comparison; a flashlight 
battery is 1.5 volts or 1500 millivolts. Especially important, it has been found that 
above some sulphide orebodies, notably those containing pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrho- 
tite and also above graphite bodies, negative voltages as'high as several hundred mil- 

/ 

livolts may be attained. 

In the self-Potential exploration method, the potential (or electric voltage) is 
measured over the area of interest, in the hope of finding strong negative anomalies 
in the orange of hundreds of millivolts which may reflect sulphide mineralization. 

,ORIGIN OF SELF POTENTIALS 

There are two types of self-potentials observed in the ground: 

1. Background potentials are positive and negative potentials ranging up to a few tens 
of millivolts. These potentials are thought to be caused by various electrochemical 
phenomena in the ground such as variations in the concentration of electrolytes from 

1 
place to place. 

2. Mineralization potentials are strong negative potentials up to several hundred mil- 
livolts. The origin of these potentials is not clearly understook, but is thought to 
arise from the difference in the oxidation capacity of the waters near the upper and 
lower surface of an orebody. At the top and bottom of the orebody an exchange of ionic 
and electronic charges takes place, with the orebody serving to transport electrons 
from the lowersurface to the upper surface until electrochemical equilibrium is. 
reached. 

The net result is that the upper surface of the orebody becomes negatively charged and 
the sulfide zone acts like a battery in the ground with the negative terminal at the 
upper end and the positive terminal at the lower end as shown in Figure 6, along with 
a sample SP profile across the top of the sulfide zone. 

le basic apparatus required for SP measurements comprise a) electrodes, b)cable, 
Id ~1 voltmeter. 

a) electrodes - usually the electrodes co,nsist of porous pots containing SatUra- 
ted copper sulphate solution. This is preferable over metal rods or stakes 
since the latter may polarize, this is, electrolytic action may set UP a 
variable potential difference between the metal ~electrode and the ground and 
this, of course, does not reflect geology. 



the earlh’r crust is prcsumcd to be due. m part at 
least, 10 solar inliucncer. When solar flares and sun’ 
spots produce particularly violent magnetic disturb- 
~IICCS and aurorel displays on earth, these telluric 
currents sometimes suffer such violent fluctuations as 
to preclude reliable observations with the spontaneous 
polarization technique. On the other hand, milder 
fluctuations in telluric currents have been employed as 
an exploraiion tbchnique. 

Primarily, however, exploration procedures based 
on the flow of natural currents, rely on the “self- 
potential” currents which arise spontaneously in ccr- 
tain mineral bodies, due to the polarixation ~of these 
bodies. In other words, such mineral deposits arc 
natural batteries, buried in the ground. In utilizing 
this phenomenon, the geophysicist is profiting from a 
natural held of force ollcred ready to his hand. He is 
spared the necessity of taking into the field apparatus, 
more or less cumbersome, to apply an artificially 
created field of force to the earth. On the other hand, 
he can neither vary the place of.upplication nor the 
magnitude of the force, but must accept it as nature 
provides it. 

The manner of origin of spontaneous polarixation 
currents may not be fully understood, but enough is 
known to permit correcting some misconceptions and 
to pivs a general idea of the proccsscs involved. The 
statement is often made that there currents arise from 
the oxidation of sulphidc bodies. That this is partly 
erroneous is demonstrated by the fact that deposits of 

54 

graphhe, with very small amounts of sulphides, yield:: ’ 
remarkably strong currents. Beds of anthracite, but 
not bituminous, coal also give moderately strong cur- 
rents. Furthermore, currents noted in underground 
workings, far below the surface, have actually been 
found to arise from sulphides apexing well below those 
working levels. 

For an electrical current to be generated in a 
manner similar to the process taking place in a gal- 
vanic cell, one or more metallic conductors of elec- 
tricity must be in contnct with one or more electrolytes 
(solutions of salts, acids or alkalies that are themselves 
electrically tonductive). Most of the sulphides. are 
metallic conductors of electricity, the general rule 
being that minerals possessing metallic iustre arc 
metallic conductors of electricity, thus exchtding 
sphalerite and cinnabar. An exception is stibnite, the 
antimony sulphide, a non-conductor in spite of its 
metallic lustre. 

The oxides arc mostly non-conductive, except for 
the manganese minerals pyrolusite and psilomelane. 
Graphite is a good metallic conductor, and anthracite 
coal owes its electrical activity to the sooty layers of 
conductive, graphitic material often interleaved with 
the bright, shiny, non-conductive portions. This sooty, 
graphitic material is absent from the lower orders of 
coal (and occasionally from some anthracitas) which 
thcrcforc yield no currents. . 

Metallic conductors, such as those just described. 
are bathed by various electrolytes in the rock forma- 


